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To study the genome-wide impact of

transposable elements (TEs) on the

evolution of protein-coding regions, we

examined 13 799 human genes and found

533 (~4%) cases of TEs within protein-

coding regions. The majority of these TEs

(~89.5%) reside within ‘introns’ and were

recruited into coding regions as novel

exons. We found that TE integration often

has an effect on gene function. In particular,

there were two mouse genes whose coding

regions consist largely of TEs, suggesting

that TE insertion might create new genes.

Thus, there is increasing evidence for an

important role of TEs in gene evolution.

Because many TEs are taxon-specific, their

integration into coding regions could

accelerate species divergence.

Transposable elements (TEs) have been
thought to have a negligible role in the
evolution of protein-coding sequences
because a TE insertion into the protein-
coding region of a gene is most likely to 
be deleterious and eliminated from 
the population. However, as there 
are more than 4 million TEs in the 
human genome1,2, most of which are
retrotransposable elements, TEs might
have had a strong impact on the evolution
of transcribed protein-coding regions.
Previous studies3,4 listed many instances
of TEs in mammalian coding regions, but
it is not clear what the frequency of TEs 
in human coding sequences is, especially
on a genome-wide scale. Moreover, the
mechanisms of TE integration into
protein-coding sequences and the effect of
integration on gene function have not been
well explored. How frequently are TEs
found inside protein-coding regions? How
are TEs introduced into protein-coding
regions? What are the effects of taxon-
specific TEs on the evolution of
orthologous genes?

To address the above questions we used
the UniGene database at the National
Center for Biotechnology Information
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene)
because the building procedure of this
database is less likely to exclude
TE-containing sequences than the RefSeq
database. Only sequences representing

protein-coding regions of genes were
selected for the analysis; all expressed
sequence tag (EST)-derived entries were
excluded. The resultant dataset contained
13 799 human sequences. To find TEs, 
we compared the sequences against a
collection of TE consensus sequences
using the RepeatMasker program
(http://genome.washington.edu). We
found 533 (~4% out of 13 799) human
protein-coding regions containing TEs or
TE fragments (Table 1; the entire dataset
is available at http://nekrut.uchicago.edu/
research.html). Extrapolating this result,
if there are 30 000 genes in the human
genome, then 1200 genes (4%) contain
transposable elements in their
protein-coding regions!

How do TEs integrate into coding regions?

Next, we considered how TEs are
integrated into coding regions. There are
two possibilities: a TE can be inserted
directly into a protein-coding exon, or it
can be inserted into a noncoding region
(e.g. an intron) and is subsequently
recruited as a new exon (Fig. 1). To
determine which of the two routes is 
more common, we compiled a dataset of
6351 human genes (71 964 protein-coding
exons) from GenBank. We found
189 genes (~3%) that contained at least
one exon homologous to a TE (306 exons
in total). Among these 306 exons, we
found only 32 (~10.5%) that actually
contained the TE. In the other cases
(89.5%), the TE was recruited as a novel
exon. This high rate of exon recruitment
from TEs is possible because many TEs
carry potential splice sites; for example,
the consensus sequence of Alu elements
(short interspersed elements [SINES]
carrying the recognition site for the
restriction enzyme Alu I)contains eight
putative donor sites and three acceptor
sites5. Thus, TE insertion might be one
important cause for the high frequency of
alternative splicing in human protein-
coding genes6. In addition, the fact that
the majority of TEs found in protein-
coding regions are fragmented also
indicates that the ‘exon recruitment’
mechanism is the most common.

How important is TE integration for functional

divergence between orthologous genes? 

To address this question, we extracted
2109 groups of putative orthologous
genes from human, mouse, and rat from
the HomoloGene database at NCBI
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/HomoloGene).
We found 123 (6%) cases where one of the
sequences in a group contained a
TE-insertion within the coding region.
Unfortunately, in the vast majority of cases
there were only sequence data but no
functional studies. Table 2 lists the cases
for which we were able to use published
data to detect structural or expressional
differences between species. For example,
insertion of an Alu at the C-terminus of
human hematopoietic progenitor kinase 
is fixed (i.e. the Alu is present in all
transcripts). Activity assays demonstrated
that the C-terminus is important for the
proper functioning of this enzyme,
enhancing its ability to activate the
transcription factor AP1 (Ref. 7). As
another example, insertion of an LTR-
containing element at the 5′ end of the
human 8-oxo-7,8-dihydrodeoxyguanosine
triphosphatase gene generated three
additional in-frame start codons that are
used with almost equal frequency8. This
enzyme is important in repairing DNA
damage caused by oxygen radicals and 
is thought to be most pertinent to
mutagenesis and carcinogenesis. The
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Table 1. Transposable elements (TEs) in

coding regions of 13 799 human genes

exctracted from the UniGene databasea

TE class No. found

SINEs (Alu only)b 213 (177)

LINEs (L1 only)c 146 (73)

LTRs 130

DNA transposons 48

Others 21

Total 558

Total no. of affected genesd 533 (~4%)
aTEs were indentified using the RepeatMasker
program using a Smith–Waterman cutoff score of 225.
bSINE, short interspersed element
cLINE, long interspersed element
dThis number is smaller than the total number of TEs
found because some genes contain more than one TE.



presence of additional initiation sites
increases the cellular production of this
important protein.

In addition, we found two mouse
mRNAs that contain one or many TEs
(Fig. 2) and have no orthologs in human 
or rat, suggesting that TE insertion 
might create new genes. The first gene,
lungerkine (Accession number: AF082859),
is a novel CXC chemokine (a basic heparin-
binding protein), whose expression is
restricted to the lung9. Chemokines are key
in the process of lymphocyte recruitment 
to specific sites of inflammation or injury.
Mouse lungerkine exhibits only marginal
sequence similarity at the N-terminus to
known CXC chemokines and contains a
long C-terminus that is derived from 
a long terminal repeat of retroviral-like
element (Fig. 2a) and is important for the
lungerkine stability. The second gene,
mNSC1 (Accession number: D50656),
belongs to a group of Ca2+-activated
nonselective cation channels found in
neurons, macrophages, insulin secreting,
and ganglion cells10. The mNSC1 mRNA
contains nine different SINE elements in
both orientations, five of which are
interspersed within the coding region
(Fig. 2b). Remarkably, 263 (62%) of the
424 amino acid residues in this protein 
are encoded by fragments of B1, B3 and
B4 elements, which are rodent SINEs.

Conclusions

Our results have important evolutionary
implications, namely that TE insertion 
can accelerate the evolution of genes 
and provide a means for rapid species
divergence. For example, the existence of
~1.4 million Alu elements interspersed
throughout our genome1,2, with each Alu
carrying several potential splicing sites5,
provides numerous possibilities for the
formation of alternative transcripts.
A certain, albeit small, fraction of the
alternative transcripts might be
advantageous; for instance, by increasing
the functional versatility of the gene.
Compared with the slow process of gene
evolution by nucleotide substitution, a
TE insertion can suddenly expand or
truncate the coding region. So, orthologous
genes in two different species can encode
functionally different proteins or can differ
in terms of expression because of TE
insertion in one lineage but not in the other. 

Let us consider Alu insertion again. It
has been estimated that Alu insertion
occurs once in every 200 human births11.
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Fig. 1. Two possible mechanisms of transposable element (TE) insertion into protein-coding region. (a) TE is inserted
directly into a protein-coding exon. The effects of the direct insertion are likely to be deleterious because TEs often
contain multiple stop codons and would destroy the target exon. (b) TE is inserted into an intron. Later a portion of
the TE is recruited as a novel exon. This scenario is preferred for two reasons: first, in many instances the novel exon
is alternatively spliced and may not destroy the function of the gene; and second, typically only a fragment of the TE
insert is recruited, which is less likely to contain stop codons.

Table 2. Coding regions modified by transposable element (TE) insertion in human,

mouse or rat

Speciesa UniGene IDb Gene TE type TE family Effect on

coding regionc

Hs Hs.86575 Human hematopoietic progenitor AluS SINE Ext
kinase (HPK1)

Hs Hs.25051 Plakophilin 2a and b AluS SINE Ext

Hs Hs.85302 Adenosine deaminase AluJ SINE Ext

Hs Hs.5648 Proteasome subunit p27 L1MB3 LINE Stop

Hs Hs.239 Hepatocyte nuclear factor-3/fork L1PB1 LINE Ext
head protein

Hs Hs.25674 Methyl-CpG binding protein L2 LINE Stop

Hs Hs.66493 Down syndrome critical region L2 LINE Start
gene 5

Hs Hs.23205 Drosophila tumor suppressor LIMC4 LINE Ext
homolog (DLG2)

Hs Hs.388 8-oxo-dGTPase LTR1 LTR/Ret Start

Hs Hs.169309 Myelin-associated oligodendrocytic LTR50 LTR Stop
basic protein

Mm Mm.3785 Protein phosphatase 2A regulatory IAP LTR/Ret Start
subunit

Mm Mm.3257 Growth arrest specific protein 7 L2 LINE Start

Mm Mm.1202 Myeloblastosis viral oncogene MULV LTR/Ret Start

Mm Mm.4788 Retinoic acid receptor-alpha RLTRETN LTR/Ret Stop

Mm Mm.42233 Serotonin N-acetyltransferase URR1B DNA Stop

Mm, Rn Mm.20935 Interleukin enhancer binding MER44D DNA Start
Rn.24511 factor 3

Rn Rn.10765 Lung-derived c-ros-1 B4A SINE Ext
proto-oncogene

Rn Rn.9963 Tyrosine protein kinase (trkC) L1 LINE Start

Rn Rn.6032 Voltage-gated sodium channel L1 LINE Start
aTE insertion is restricted to this species only: Hs, Homo sapiens; Mm, Mus musculus; Rn, Rattus norvegicus.
bAs the HomoloGene database does not provide unique accession numbers, we use UniGene IDs for reference.
cAbbreviations: ext, extension; start, introduction of alternative start; stop, introduction of alternative stop.



Thus, many of the Alu elements in the
human genome would not be found in 
the chimpanzee genome (and vice versa)
and might be partly responsible for the
conspicuous morphological differences
between human and chimpanzee. Over a
longer evolutionary period, Alu elements
might have contributed significantly to
the divergence between primates and
other mammals because Alu elements are
not found in non-primates. In our dataset
(Table 1), Alu elements are found in
~1.3% of human coding regions, so if the
human genome contains 30 000 genes,
then ~400 human genes contain Alu

inserts in their coding regions that are not
found outside the primate lineage. By
generalization, a large number of TEs
might not be junk, but could have had a
significant role in gene evolution12 or
species divergence.
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Fig. 2. Transposable elements (TEs) in lungerkine mRNA (a) and mNSC1 mRNA (b). The direction of transcription is
from left to right. Boxes indicate TEs and arrows indicate TE orientation (relative to the corresponding consensus
sequences). Shaded area represents the coding region. Numbers above boxes show % divergence from the TE
consensus sequence. B1, B2, B3, B4 and RSINE1 are families of rodent short interspersed elements and were likely
introduced by independent insertion events. LTR is a long terminal repeat of a rodent retrovirus-like element. In each
case RepeatMasker hits were examined manually to exclude the possibility of misprediction.
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